Understanding visual processing requires a detailed description of computations performed by 12 neurons across stages of the visual system. However, the diverse tunings of neurons beyond 13 the primary visual cortex (V1) have yet to be fully characterized. Using two-photon calcium 14 imaging and stochastic visual stimuli, we catalogued the response properties of a dense sample 15 of 40,000 neurons in V1 and six secondary visual areas of awake mice. All areas encode unique 16 sets of features with distinct spatiotemporal preferences, motion speed selectivity, and 17 differential responses to oriented and non-oriented stimuli. Central areas V1 and LM have the 18 most diverse tunings, with distributed spatiotemporal preferences and a moderate bias for non-19 oriented stimuli. Preferences of V1 and LM neurons differ strikingly showing tuning to low and 20 midrange spatiotemporal frequencies, respectively. Lateral areas PM and LI are highly biased 21 towards high spatial and low temporal frequencies, showing weak selectivity for motion speed. 22
Nevertheless, there have been far fewer studies of the response properties of neurons in higher 53 visual areas in awake mice, and these have only focused on a small set of areas (Andermann et 54 al., 2011; Glickfeld et al., 2013) . 55
To understand how specific visual features are encoded in the visual cortex, we undertook a 56 comprehensive functional characterization of layer 2/3 neurons in V1 and six higher visual areas 57 in awake mice using two-photon calcium imaging. Using a library of stochastic visual stimuli 58 (spectral noise stimuli), we found neurons in distinct higher visual areas present distinct 59 selectivities for the spatiotemporal frequency, visual motion speed and spatial stimulus 60 anisotropy (oriented versus non-oriented stimuli). Population coding analysis further revealed 61 greater speed discriminability in higher visual areas than V1. Overall, higher visual areas 62 present segregated encoding of spatiotemporal features that might underpin distinct 63 computations, such as processing of visual motion and shape. 4/38 comparable response profiles, albeit the difference in the response strengths ( Figure 1D , group 97 'Both'). This demonstrates distinct subsets of cortical neurons encode oriented or non-oriented 98 features of the visual scene. 99
By characterizing the responses to spectral noise stimuli of populations of thousands of neurons 100 in V1 and higher visual areas, we could quantitatively determine the degree to which areas in 101 the mouse visual cortex are specialized for distinct spatiotemporal features. 102
Distinct population response profiles across areas 103
To determine whether cortical areas contain distinct functional populations, we categorized the 104 reliably responsive neurons using a non-supervised clustering approach (spectral clustering, 105 see Method and Materials). For each area, we obtained a subsample of 2000 neurons with 106 random selection, each neuron yielded a vector of peak-normalized responses to ISO and 107 ANISO stimuli ( Figure 2B ). We firstly tested whether there are discrete functional types or not. 108
Response profiles of cortical neurons were highly diverse and covered the response space in a 109 continues manner. Therefore, we didn't observe discrete functional types based on the 110 response profiles to spectral noise stimuli (Figure supplement 4A ). Nevertheless, we used the 111 clustering approach to investigate population response profiles across areas. Neurons were 112 categorized into 12 broad groups, showing similar response profiles within each group and 113 remarkable differences across groups ( 2B, C). The interareal difference was estimated as the Euclidian distance of population 117 compositions between pairs of areas, shown in a hierarchical tree ( Figure 2D ). V1 was distinct 118 from higher visual areas, nevertheless more similar to LM. LM showed a uniform distribution of 119 functional groups. Anterior areas, AL, RL and AM, showed similar abundance of a set of 120 clusters and thus form a separate branch from other areas. On the other side of the tree, PM 121 and LI contained functional clusters nearly non-overlapping with the anterior areas. These 122 results reveal distinct population response profiles across cortical areas, suggesting the 123 functional segregation for the processing of distinct spatiotemporal features. 124
To investigate how spatiotemporal information are encoded in the visual cortex, we undertook 125 quantitative analysis on individual spatiotemporal features within and across areas. SAI = -0.1). 140
To investigate whether neurons in different areas have distinct preferences for stimulus 141 anisotropy, we compared average tuning curves ( Figure 3C ) and distributions of stimulus 142 anisotropy index across areas ( Figure 3D ). The average responses of V1 and LM neurons 143 peaked at non-oriented stimuli, and decreased to increasingly oriented stimuli ( Figure 3C ). 144
Likewise, the distributions of tuning index also deviated towards isotropic stimuli ( Figure 3D ). 145
Areas AL, RL, AM and PM, showed heterogeneous preferences, encoding a uniform 146 representation of the stimulus anisotropy space. Contrastingly, area LI showed a pronounced 147 bias for non-oriented stimuli ( Figure 3C , D), distinct from other areas. These results 148 demonstrate mouse cortical areas encode distinct information of non-oriented and oriented 149 components of the visual scene. 150
LM neurons encode a uniform representation of spatiotemporal frequency space 151
Besides the selectivity for stimulus anisotropy, cortical neurons also showed diverse responses 152 to spatiotemporal frequencies ( Figure 2B ). Individual neurons' tuning curve for the 153 spatiotemporal frequency was estimated by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian model to the 154 trial-averaged responses to the preferred stimuli (ISO or ANISO stimuli; Figure 4A for spatial and temporal frequencies, spanning the entire frequency spectra ( Figure 4E , F). V1 160 population, however, showed the preference for lower frequencies; whereas LM population 161 formed a uniform representation of the frequency space with a slight bias for intermediate 162 frequencies ( Figure 4C : 20 random response fits; 4E: fraction of responsive cells to certain 163 frequencies). These differences were also evident in the distribution of preferred frequencies 164 and the proportion of neuron of different passband properties ( Figure 4D , F--figure 165 supplement 6). 166
In the spatial frequency domain, V1 preferred lower frequencies than LM ( Figure 5A and 0.163 cpd; V1 vs LM, KS-test: p< 0.01 for each pair). In addition, the spatial frequency 174 tuning width of V1 bandpass cells were wider than those in LM, suggesting that LM neurons 175 were more selective for spatial frequencies (Figure supplement 6D; KS test, p<0.01). 176
In the temporal frequency domain ( Figure 5C , D --figure supplement 6E, F), LM neurons 177 preferred higher frequencies than V1 (higher preferred and cutoff frequencies, and less lowpass 178 cells in LM). The bandwidths were comparable for V1 and LM neurons (V1 vs LM: 2.09 vs 2.02 179 octave; KS test, p>0.05). Altogether, these results demonstrate the spatiotemporal selectivity is 180 different between LM and V1: LM neurons encode a uniform representation of the 181 spatiotemporal frequency space, whereas V1 shows an overrepresented lower frequency 182 domain. 183
Anterior areas prefer low spatial and high temporal frequencies 184
Anterior areas, including AL, RL and AM, preferentially responded to low spatial and high 185 temporal frequencies (Figure 4 ,5 -figure supplement 6). Among all areas, RL showed the 186 utmost preference for low spatial and high temporal frequencies (median preferred frequencies: 187 0.062 cpd and 4.59 Hz; KS test: p < 0.01 for all area pairs). It contained the largest fraction of 188 spatially lowpass / temporally highpass cells among all areas (25% vs 1~15%). In comparison, 189 AM neurons were biased to intermediate frequencies (median preferred frequencies: 0.085 cpd 190 and 3.34 Hz) and contained a substantial group of spatially bandpass neurons (64%). AL 7/38 ( Figure 4F ), resulting in a more uniform representation of low to intermediate spatial frequencies 193 ( Figure 4E ). These results demonstrate overall similar preferences for low spatial, high temporal 194 frequencies in anterior areas, suggesting the specialization for encoding fast-changing, large-195 scale stimuli. 196
Lateral areas prefer high spatial and low temporal frequencies 197
In contrast to anterior areas, areas LI and PM (Figure4,5-figure supplement 6), who are 198 situated at lateral sides of the visual cortex, preferred high spatial and low temporal frequencies 199 (median preferred, PM vs LI: 0.158 vs 0.142 cpd; 1.29 vs 1.36 Hz; KS test, for each pair, 200 p<0.05). PM and LI contained different subpopulations of neurons ( Figure 5A ). PM population 201 presented a bimodal distribution in the spatial frequency domain with a small and a large 202 fraction of neurons responding to low and high frequencies, respectively; whereas LI contained 203 more diverse population that responded to a broader range of spectrum deviated to higher 204 spatial frequencies. Nevertheless, PM and LI presented overall similar preferences for slow-205 moving, refined stimuli, opposing to anterior areas. 206
Preferences shifted to higher frequencies in awake mice 207
We compared our results to Marshel et al., 2011, where the same set of areas were 208 investigated in anesthetized mice. Individual areas' preferred frequencies in the current study 209 are remarkably higher (up to 2-fold) than in Marshel's study ( Figure 5E , F). By contrast, our 210 results are largely comparable to the observation in awake mice (in comparison to Andermann 211 et al., 2011; except TF tuning for V1). These comparisons might reflect the influence of different 212 brain states on the neural representation of visual information in the visual cortex, and suggest 213 awake animals have greater capacities to respond to fast changing and/or refined visual stimuli. 214
Higher visual areas encode complementary representation of visual motion speed 215
The complete mapping of the spatiotemporal frequency space allowed us to determine 216 individual neurons' tuning for visual motion speed. The speed is given as the ratio of temporal 217 and spatial frequencies. A speed-tuned neuron has similar tuning curves for speed across 218 spatial frequencies, and thus the temporal frequency tuning varies as a function of the spatial 219 frequency tuning. By contrast, a non-speed-tuned cell has separable, independent tuning for the 220 spatial and temporal frequency ( Figure 6A were not used given the potential confound induced by the embedded rotatory motion. 226
The speed tuning index ξ of V1 population was centered around 0, indicating most V1 cells 227 were not tuned for speed ( Figure 6B , C). Neurons in higher visual areas were significantly more 228 tuned than V1 neurons ( Figure 6B primarily responded to fast-moving stimuli (peak at 100 deg/s); RL neurons selectively 234 responded to extremely fast stimuli (peak at 400 deg/s). By contrast, PM and LI mainly 235 responded to slow motion (peak at 6.25 deg/s). These results suggest mouse visual cortical 236 areas encode distinct ranges of visual motion speed: V1 is largely untuned for speed; LM is 237 broadly tuned; anterior areas and lateral areas selectively encode fast and slow motion 238 respectively. 239
Increased speed discriminability in higher visual areas 240
As higher visual areas show distinct selectivities for spatiotemporal features, an interesting 241 question arises: do these areas computationally benefit from such a functional specialization? 242
To investigate the difference of spatiotemporal information processing between areas, we 243 showed great decoding capacity, especially for intermediate spatial frequencies (Figure  251 supplement 8C). By contrast, highly specialized areas showed decreased decoding 252 performance. In these areas, decoding accuracies rose slowly with increasing population sizes; 253 some frequencies could not be successfully discriminated with even very large populations (e.g. Higher visual areas showed higher fractions of speed-tuned neurons than V1, are they better at 267 encoding for speed? We measured decoding performances between stimulus pairs 268 corresponding to distinct local motion speeds (e.g., stimulus S 1 T 2 has half spatial frequency and 269 twice temporal frequency as stimulus S 2 T 1 , thus S 1 T 2 is four times faster than S 2 T 1; Figure 7B Harvey, 2017). However, the neural basis of these computations remains poorly understood, 291 largely due to the lack of knowledge of the functional properties of neurons in higher visual 292 areas. Using rich spectral noise stimuli and two-photon calcium imaging, we provide a detailed 293 characterization of the stimulus preference of layer 2/3 neurons in V1 and 6 higher visual areas 294 in awake mice. We found cortical areas showed distinct preference for stimulus anisotropy; area 295 LI showed the most pronounced preference for non-oriented stimuli amongst areas. Moreover, 296 higher visual areas, contrasting V1, contained a substantial fraction of neurons sensitive to the 297 visual motion speed. Area LM, encompassing diverse spatiotemporally tuned neurons, respond 298 to a broad range of speed. Anterior areas (AL, RL and AM) preferentially responded to low 299 spatial, high temporal frequencies, thus fast motion; whereas lateral areas (PM and LI) preferred 300 high spatial, low temporal frequencies, thus slow motion. Population coding analysis further 301 revealed greater speed discriminability in higher visual areas. These findings provide novel 302 insights of a highly specialized network of cortical areas that might underpin distinct visual 303 computations, such as motion and shape processing. 304
Comparison of spatiotemporal selectivity with previous studies 305
The preferred spatiotemporal frequencies observed in the current study are remarkably higher 306 representation and transformation among visual cortical areas. Nevertheless, studying neuronal 325 physiology in the awake brain will be of great value for understanding neural computations for 326 perception and behavior. 327
Selectivity for stimulus anisotropy 328
We found cortical neurons are highly selective for stimulus anisotropy (Figure 3 ). As increasing 329 stimulus anisotropy increases the length of oriented bars, this selectivity might reflect a form of 330 length tuning. Many neurons prefer oriented stimuli, with increased responses to longer lengths, 331 resembling a phenomenon known as 'length summation' (Schumer and Movshon, 1984) . 332
Meanwhile, many neurons prefer short stimuli, reminiscent of 'end-stopping' cells, who 333 preferentially respond to stimuli of limited lengths (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965; Gilbert, 1977) . This 334 length tuning property may be attributed to 'surround suppression', where one receptive field is 335 inhibited by the stimulation at the surround. Diverse length tuning curves may emerge from 
Retinotopy analysis 473
The phase maps were measured form the fluorescent responses to the phase/position of the 474 circling patch stimuli (Figure supplement 1) . Each area has a representation of the elliptic 475 trajectory of the patch, resulting pinwheel-like retinotopic maps. Sign maps were obtained with 476 the methods described in the previous study (Garrett et al., 2014) . Azimuth and elevation 477 position maps were measured as the temporal phase of the peak florescent responses to a 478 traveling bar for each pixel. They were used to generate a visual field sign map, where each 479 patch represented one cortical area. 480
Selection for visual cells
For the cellular imaging, raw images were reconstructed and corrected for brain motion 16/38 selected with custom semi-automated segmentation algorithms. Cellular fluorescence time 484 courses were generated by averaging all pixels in a cell mask, followed by subtracting the 485 neuropil signals in the surround shell. Responses were defined as the averaged dF/F during the 486 stimulus epoch, where dF is the change in the fluorescent signal and F is the baseline 487 fluorescence. 488
Neurons were considered responsive to a given stimuli if responding to at least one stimulus 489 condition (median response surpass 3x standard deviation of the baseline fluctuation for over 1 490 second). Response reliability was measured in two ways, (1) coefficient variation of the 491 responses to the peak frequencies across trials, and (2) the average trial-to-trial correlation of 492 the fluorescent time courses. Neurons above threshold (trial-to-trial correlation ≥ 0.4) were 493 deemed reliable. 494
Clustering 495
The population response matrices for each area were generated with random selection of 2000 496 neurons, each of which was represented as a vector of responses to ISO and ANISO stimuli 497 (normalized to range from 0 to 1). The response matrix of the populations across all areas were 498 used in a spectral clustering algorithm (Matlab Central). To determine whether there are 499 discrete functional types, we plotted the overall variances (within-cluster sum-of-square) as a 500 function of number of clusters. We didn't observe abrupt decrease of variance with increased 501 cluster size (Figure supplement 4A ), suggesting there are no discrete functional response types 502 but rather a continuum. Anyways we used the clustering approach to study the population 503 response profiles across areas. We decided on the selection of 12 clusters for low heterogeneity 504 within clusters without excessive splitting (Figure supplement 4B) . 505
Tuning curves 506
For the spatial and temporal frequency analysis, responses were fit to two-dimensional elliptical 507 where , and A is the peak response amplitude, sf 0 and tf 0 are the 510 preferred spatial and temporal frequencies, and σ sf and σ tf are the spatial and temporal temporal frequency were obtained from the half maxima of cross-sections at R(sf, tf 0 ) and R(sf 0 , 514 tf), respectively. Neurons responding to the lowest tested frequencies with over 50% peak 515 responses were categorized as lowpass, and thus the low cutoff values were set to the lowest 516 frequencies. In the same manner, the high cutoff values of highpass cells were set to the 517 highest tested frequencies. Half-width bandwidths were estimated from bandpass cells. 518
Tuning curves for stimulus anisotropy were measured as the average responses to different 519 degrees of stimulus anisotropy at the preferred spatial frequencies. The stimulus anisotropy 520 index (SAI) was the difference/sum ratio of response amplitudes to the most anisotropic stimuli 521 and the isotropic stimuli. 522
Population coding analysis 524
We used linear classifiers to decode stimulus categories from neuronal population activities 525 (Vermaercke et al., 2014) . SVM (support vector machine) was trained and tested in pair-wise 526 classification for each possible pair (30 stimulus conditions in 435 unique pairs). Population 527 used for frequency classification were composed of neurons responding to isotropic noise 528 stimuli. Data were split into training and testing groups (half-half) and performance was 529 measured as the proportion of correct classification decisions to the testing groups (standard 530 cross validation). To test the scaling of decoding performance as a function of population size, 531
we measured the decoding performances with subsamples of different numbers of neurons 532 (logistic increase, 1 to 1000; without replacement) across areas. For each iteration, we 533 resampled neuronal populations with specific population size. We averaged over 100 iterations 534 to obtain confidence intervals for the performance. To compare the decoding capacity between 535 stimulus pairs and across areas, we measured the number of neurons required for classification Figure 1C,  749 showing matched response preferences for ISO and ANISO stimuli. Tuning curves for stimulus 750 anisotropy were measured at the preferred spatial frequencies (red curves), and are shown in 751 the lower panels. The stimulus anisotropy index (SAI) is the difference/sum ratio of the 752 responses to isotropic and most anisotropic conditions. SAI close to -1 means the preference for 753 isotropy; 1 for anisotropy. (C) Population tuning curves for stimulus anisotropy across areas. Figure 4A . Left lower panel shows a high-resolution fit of the 886 spatiotemporal response. The red contour shows 50% of the peak response. The tuning for 887 spatial and temporal frequencies is measured as the cross sections at the preferred temporal 37/38 top panel. Low and high cutoff frequencies are placed at the half maxima, unless the cell 890 responds to the upper or lower limits of the frequency spectra with over 50% of the peak 891 amplitude. In this case, low cutoff frequencies are set at the lower limit, high cutoff frequencies 892 at the higher limit. The bandwidth is measured at the half maxima in bandpass neurons. The interdependency between temporal frequency and spatial frequencies (also see Experimental 903 procedures). If ξ close to 1, the cell is tuned for speed (upper left); if ξ close to 0, the cell has 904 separable tuning for spatial and temporal frequencies (left panels; red and blue contours at 80 905 and 50% peak amplitude; white iso-speed lines with fixed ratios of temporal / spatial 906 frequencies). (B) Speed-tune cells have similar tuning curves for speed at different spatial 907 frequencies (upper middle), while the temporal frequency tuning curves change across spatial 908 frequencies (upper right). Neurons with separable spatiotemporal tuning have similar tuning 909 curves for temporal frequencies but not speed at different spatial frequencies (lower middle and 910 right panels). 911 show decreased performance. Same as Figure 7A , but with error bars (shaded areas, standard 926 error of the mean). (E) Decoding for iso-speed pairs at different spatiotemporal frequencies 927 across areas. Each areas showed regional enhancements of the decoding performance. The 928 red lines connect iso-speed pairs. The redness and thickness indicate the magnitude of 929 decoding capacity, which is the number of neurons needed for the accuracy > 90%. 930 931
